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Annual Meeting

Mocse's 60th Annual Meeting will be held on Thursday, February 28, 2019 at 5:30pm at 3600 Coffee
Rd. in Modesto. Come meet your volunteers that serve on your Board of Directors and Supervisory
Committee. 
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The History of Mardi Gras
Mardi Gras tradition traces deep roots

In cities around the world, and particularly in New Orleans, Mardi Gras fills the late days of winter with
colorful revelry. If you’ve ever wondered how this annual tradition got its start, here’s a look at the
roots of the holiday and how it developed in the United States.

What is Mardi Gras?

Mardi Gras is French for “Fat
Tuesday,” which is the final day
before the Christian season of
Lent. Fat Tuesday is the
culmination of the longer Carnival
season that begins in January. It’s
traditionally been viewed as one
last chance to party and feast on
rich foods before Ash Wednesday
kicks off Lent’s 40 days of fasting
and reflection. While Mardi Gras
retains its religious significance for
millions of Christians, many other
people celebrate it independently
of a spiritual tradition.

When did Mardi Gras begin?

Mardi Gras and the broader
Carnival season date from the early days of the Christian church, but Mardi Gras historian Arthur
Hardy writes on his website that the celebration may have originated in ancient pagan fertility rituals.
These rituals were eventually co-opted by the church as a way to more effectively attract and retain
new converts.

When did Mardi Gras come to the U.S.?

Versions of Mardi Gras and Carnival are celebrated around the world. Mardi Gras was first observed
on American soil in 1699 by the French explorer Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville. Hardy writes in the New
Orleans Advocate that d’Iberville and his team marked the occasion at a site near the mouth of the
Mississippi River in what is now Louisiana — even christening the spot Pointe du Mardi Gras.

While most people think of New Orleans when they think of Mardi Gras, the first city to mark the
holiday was Mobile, Alabama. According to CNN, Mobile held a Mardi Gras celebration in 1703, the
year after the city’s founding.

Residents of the surrounding region, including New Orleans, put on masked balls and threw big
parties to celebrate Mardi Gras in the years that followed. But in 1766, Spain took over and banned
these celebrations. Masked Mardi Gras balls weren’t allowed again in New Orleans until 1823, well
after Louisiana had become a state.

How did Mardi Gras take root in New Orleans?

According to AL.com, Mobile held its first Mardi Gras parade in 1830, organized by the Cowbellion
social club, or “krewe.” By 1837, the practice had spread to New Orleans. Authorities and the press



social club, or “krewe.” By 1837, the practice had spread to New Orleans. Authorities and the press
frowned upon these frequently rowdy events.

In 1857, Hardy writes, a small group of New Orleans residents formed the Comus krewe and turned
Mardi Gras into a more formal and broadly acceptable event permanently associated with the city.
Their club organized a Mardi Gras parade, built mythologically themed floats, dressed in masks and
elaborate costumes and held a celebratory ball.

In 1875, Mardi Gras became an official Louisiana state holiday. Over the final quarter of the 19th
century and the early years of the 20th century, New Orleans’ celebration exploded in popularity,
filling the weeks before Fat Tuesday with parades, music, balls and parties. More and more krewes
formed, contributing their own costumes and themed parade floats to the excitement. During these
years, many of the most iconic Mardi Gras traditions appeared, including the annual election of Rex,
the king of the carnival.

Modern Mardi Gras celebrations draw millions of people every year to the streets of New Orleans and
other cities. Although the holiday’s image is often one of excess and indulgence, it’s also a celebration
of good times, warm feelings and strengthened community ties.
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TruStage Home & Auto Insurance

TruStage(R) Auto and Home Insurance program is offered by TrueStage Insurance Agency, LLC and
issued by leading insurance companies.  Discounts are not available in all states and discounts vary
by state.  The insurance offered is not a deposit and is not federally insured.  The coverage is not sold
or guaranteed by your credit union.  (C)TruStage Insurance Agency 2017.

AHE, AHL-932401.3
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Turbo Tax Member Discount
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union branches will be closed on Monday, February 18, 2019 in observance of the
Presidents' Day holiday. 
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Sprint Rewards
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Should You Pay Down Debt or Save?
What’s makes better financial sense — saving or paying down debt
first?

Deciding whether to tackle retirement planning or debt reduction first is a difficult choice. Both are
daunting prospects and both carry serious weight. Should you put retirement savings first or is it better
to be debt-free? Or is a combined effort your best plan of action on your quest for financial health and
security?

Pros of paying down debt 

Some debt is better than others. A
mortgage means you’re investing
in a lifetime purchase as well as a
literal roof over your head, and
school loans mean you value
education, which will propel you to
greater success and higher
earnings in your career.
High-interest credit card debt, on
the other hand, is like an
unflattering choker or garish tie
around your financial neck. And
thanks to compound interest, credit
card debt will just increase unless
you tackle it immediately and
effectively, according to U.S. News
& World Report writer, finance
author and credit card expert
Beverly Harzog. If you’re buried
under suffocating high-interest
credit card debt, you might want to focus any extra money you can into unburying yourself.

Saving positives

You should put saving for retirement as your first to-do on your financial planning agenda if your
company or employer will match your financial contributions to a savings plan or 401(k), according to
NerdWallet writer Andrea Coombes.

“Say your employer offers ‘100 percent up to 2 percent of salary.’ That means your employer will add
one dollar for every dollar you contribute, up to 2 percent of your salary. So if you make $60,000 and
contribute 2 percent of it, you employer will add $1,200 a year on top of your $1,200 contribution,” she
writes.

One caveat to investing in an employer-matched plan, according to The Balance writer Melissa
Phipps, is if you think you’ll change jobs before you can benefit from what your company puts into
your retirement account.

Research which Roth IRA or regular IRA fits your financial needs if an employer-matching plan is not
an option, adds Coombes.



Simultaneous saving and debt busting

If putting all of your eggs in the retirement saving basket or toward your debt-busting efforts doesn’t
make sense for you, do both. You can put a little into your future nest egg while chipping away at your
debt. This allows you some creative financial control, according to Harzog. And whether your debt
comes with a high, low or moderate interest rate, you can still make significant gains in reducing your
debt while saving for your retirement. Harzog explains that two-thirds of the money you plan to split
between savings and debt applies to high APR debt. If your debt has a low APR, she elects that
two-thirds of the money be earmarked for your savings plan. The moderate APR debt is the simplest
division — 50 percent for savings and 50 percent for debt payments.

“A retirement plan should be as much a part of the budget as your rent, car, cellphone and cable. Debt
may come or go, retirement should always be a priority,” advises Phipps.

Saving for the future and paying for the now is crucial for your financial security. If you’re struggling
with high-interest credit card debt, it might be best to focus on decreasing that debt first. If your debt is
manageable, it might make sense to start planning for tomorrow right now, especially if you have an
employer that can back you up. Take a good look at your finances, your budget and employee
benefits to discover what the best course of action is for a healthy financial present and future.
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How to Plan Your Retirement Using Age Banding
Planning for the three stages of retirement

As you plan for retirement, two of the most important questions you can ask are “How much money
will I need to maintain my standard of living?” and “How long will I need to live on that amount?” Age
banding is a concept that can help you answer these questions with greater accuracy, enabling you to
plan a more secure retirement.

What is age banding?

Often, people planning for
retirement are advised to make a
budget for those years so they’ll
have a realistic picture of their
future financial needs. Some
advisers recommend budgeting
based on a “replacement ratio” —
the idea that you’ll need to replace
70 or 80 percent of your annual
income for each year of retirement.

However, the theory of age
banding complicates this advice.
Writing for Investopedia, financial
planner Ben Harvey describes age
banding as the idea that annual
spending levels tend to vary
throughout a person’s retirement
years. So, the amount of money
you’d need to live on at age 70 might differ significantly from what you’d need at age 85.

The stages of retirement

According to Kiplinger contributing editor Susan Garland, age-banding theory tends to split retirement
into three stages (although these will occur at different times for different people).

The first stage is the “go-go years.” During these years, retirees are frequently healthier and more
active, spending a larger amount of money on travel, recreation and leisure activities — but not much
on health care. The second stage is the “slow-go years.” As a retiree ages, he or she is likely to spend
much less on travel and recreation — and a little more on health care. The final stage is the “no-go
years,” in which discretionary spending is typically very low but health care spending rises more
significantly.

Overall, spending decreases slowly in the first stage, more quickly in the middle stage and slowly
again in the final stage. Harvey writes that when these stages are plotted out on a graph, they form
what researcher David Blanchett calls the “retirement smile.”

Planning for retirement stages

Age banding will affect everyone’s retirement spending projections differently, but there are a few
overarching ways to account for it during the planning process.

The easiest step is to simply take age banding into account while planning. On his website, financial



The easiest step is to simply take age banding into account while planning. On his website, financial
writer and planner Michael Kitces suggests categorizing expenses more specifically for each stage as
a way to more accurately reflect declines in spending along with differing inflation rates for each. For
example, a retiree’s budget for travel at age 82 would decline sharply compared to age 68, but
spending on everyday necessities would decline much more modestly and health-care spending might
even rise sharply.

Kitces also recommends projecting retirement needs based on a slow decline of spending throughout
the three age bands. In real life, a shift to the next stage might actually happen abruptly, so planning
on a smooth, very gradual decline in spending can help retirees foresee the overall effect of spending
cuts without relying on dramatic shifts.

Incorporating the insights of age banding into retirement planning can be an effective way to project
costs more accurately. In this way, future retirees can get closer to saving the right amount —
avoiding oversaving and underspending as well as their opposites.
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Add-Ons and Warranties: Are They Worth It?
Should you pay more for warranties or add-ons?

A car is a major purchase, and even with diligent saving and careful budgeting, most consumers will
feel stretched thin when signing on the dotted line. So, it’s understandable that when questions of
warranties and add-ons arise, you might feel overwhelmed. You just made a major investment;
shouldn’t you do all that you can to protect it?

Pros 

Extended warranties or add-ons
such as prepaid maintenance
plans, rust proofing and
exterior/interior protection should
give you confidence that the
expensive car you just bought will
run for a long time and look
amazing while doing so. By
purchasing extra coverage, service
add-ons or protection plans, future
repairs or maintenance issues
could be covered either completely
or little cost to you.

“If you plan on keeping your
vehicle for many years and don’t
want to worry about repair bills, it’s
usually a good idea to buy an
extended warranty,” explains
RealCarTips.com founder Gregg Fidan. “Extended warranties take over after your manufacturer
warranty expires (usually after three years or 36,000 miles). They cover pretty much everything except
normal ‘wear and tear’ items such as oil changes, brake pads, etc.”

If you plan to crank up the miles on your vehicle at a quick rate or you plan to drive the car years after
your manufacturer’s warranty expires, an extended warranty can offer some solace, says U.S. News &
World Report writer John M. Vincent. And if you know you won’t be proactive about saving money for
potential maintenance issues or the car you’ve chosen isn’t known for its reliability, an extended
warranty can serve as your safety net, he adds.

Cons

Don’t let the “bargain pricing,” hard sell by dealership personnel or your emotions cloud the reality that
most warranties are designed to benefit the seller more than the buyer.

“Extended warranties, like the products they claim to protect, are sold to consumers for a profit and
can be big money-makers for retailers,” reports Investopedia writer Tara Struyk.

Plus, warranties and other agreements are complicated, may not be as comprehensive as you hope,
vary widely in price and limit you to where you can service your car, notes Vincent. Some plans
require you to pay for repairs and then submit paperwork for reimbursement, which can completely
destroy your budget. Some plans may not travel with the vehicle, which can be problematic when you
sell or gift your vehicle in the future.



Figuring out what a warranty covers requires serious research, and even though it may be convenient
to purchase the warranty that the dealership is presenting, it may not be the most cost-effective
choice. Be wary of marketing materials highlighting any policy or plan, notes Vincent; be sure you
review the real contract before signing. It’s also crucial to discover who supports the warranty — is it
the car manufacturer, the dealership or a third-party company? The person or entity behind the plan
will greatly impact its value to you.

An extended warranty or additional protection plans can be worthy investments. However, the same
thought and research you put into deciding what car to buy should be applied to your decision to
purchase or not to purchase any kind of warranty or add-on.
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How to Prepare for Daylight Saving Time
Getting your body ready for the upcoming time change

With 2019 underway, your thoughts are likely already turning to the start of spring and the return of
warmer weather. Before you can bask in the sunshine, there’s one bridge you’ll need to cross:
daylight saving time. On March 10, the clocks will move forward by one hour, starting off a season of
longer days perfect for everything from baseball to gardening. It will also usher in a new round of
less-than-pleasant effects, including the grogginess that comes with losing an hour of sleep.
Fortunately, there are steps you can take to make sure you are better prepared for when the clocks
roll forward this year.

Start a new schedule a week out

Dr. Michael Breus, author of “The
Power of When,” tells NBC News
that starting daylight saving time
preparation a week ahead of the
time change has helped him better
adjust. This process is relatively
simple and fairly easy to undertake:
You need only go to bed and wake
up 15 minutes earlier on the
Sunday prior to the time change,
adding 15 additional minutes in the
three days that follow. Breus also
recommends this approach as a
general technique for frequent
business travelers who experience
jet lag.

Put your phone away

A more and more common pre-bedtime ritual is to surf the web, catch up on news and social media
happenings or shop on your smartphone. Blue light’s disruptive effect on our Circadian sleep cycle
has led phone makers to introduce an orange light function that kicks in when the sun goes down, but
that may not be enough to counteract the restlessness resulting from daylight saving time. Dr. Shilpi
Agarwal tells NBC News BETTER that cutting your screen-viewing habits back before you go to bed
can help offset the effects of daylight saving time. Instead, you could spend that time talking with a
loved one, reading a book or, as certified sleep science coach Chris Brantner recommends, trying out
something relaxing like yoga or meditation.

Consider your diet

If you commonly find yourself hitting a wall in the early or mid-afternoon during the work week, you
may start leaning on an extra cup of coffee or an energy drink. As you attempt to prepare your body
for daylight saving time, Agarwal recommends not ingesting any caffeine after noon in the week
leading up to the time change.

To make sure you have the proper boost at work or on your weekend, Agarwal recommends
swapping out a carbohydrate-heavy breakfast for something dense with protein — think eggs, meats
and nuts or even whey protein shakes and drinks. This will enable you to subsist for the rest of the day



only on light meals and snacks, making it easier for you to fall asleep.

If you think that a glass or two of wine with dinner will help because it tends to put you right out, you
are only getting half of the story. Agarwal notes that alcohol processes as a stimulant about halfway
through the evening when you have it with dinner, which can cause restless sleep. If possible, you’ll
want to avoid alcohol with dinner ahead of the time change altogether, and you should also take care
to avoid stimulants like nicotine.

The time change will no doubt have an impact on your body, but by using the right approaches and
practices in advance, you can ensure that its impact is mitigated considerably.
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Tips for Deep Cleaning and Organizing Your Fridge
Keep your fridge clean and tidy with these tips

Your refrigerator is an essential and hard-working appliance in your home. If it’s a gross mess, it’s
degrading the quality of your food and putting you and your family at risk. Clear it out, clean it up and
keep it organized with the following tips.

Clear out

Before you can organize your
fridge, you have to take stock of
what’s lurking inside your fridge,
namely expired food, long-forgotten
leftovers and unrecognizable
container contents. Once you’ve
cleared out the muck, it’s time to
clear everything else out, according
to Reader’s Digest writer Lisa
Marie Conklin. Review each item,
and if you have any doubt whether
something is still edible, it’s best to
discard she says. Since you won’t
be able to put any food back into
the fridge while you clean, transfer
anything that’s dangerously
perishable to a cooler or freezer,
advises New York Times writer
Jolie Kerr. You don’t want to
compromise the quality of dairy
items or raw meat.

Clean up

You’ll need some elbow grease and an effective cleanser to remove the spills, drips and gunk lining
the shelves and drawers of your fridge. The experts at HGTV recommend using a degreasing,
all-purpose cleaner comprised of 1/2 cup of vinegar, 1 cup clear ammonia and 1/4 cup of baking soda.
These ingredients should be mixed in a gallon of hot water and transferred to a spray bottle. You can
also pour the mixture into a bowl and apply it with a sponge to every nook and cranny of your fridge’s
insides; formidable stains are no match for toothpaste. Kerr suggests removing bins and drawers and
washing them in the sink with soap and water just like you would tackle dirty dishes, and a stained
interior could look new again with a little help from a Magic Eraser.

The outside of your fridge needs just as much attention as the inside. A microfiber cloth is ideal to
remove spots or messes on stainless steel appliances, according to Kerr, while the solution you used
for the inside of your fridge is perfect for fridges made of plastic. The top of your fridge has been
catching dust and dirt for awhile, so make sure to wipe it clean.

Organize 

Now that your fridge is glistening inside and out, it’s time to clutter it up with food again — in an
organized fashion, of course. This might require some reconfiguring of your fridge’s shelves or bins to



properly accommodate items. Kerr suggests wiping down condiment bottle tops and bottoms and
tightening caps before placing them back into your sparkling fridge.

Taking inspiration from restaurant kitchens to safeguard the quality of your food and to minimize
cross-contamination, The Kitchn writer Christine Gallary suggests using door shelves only for
condiments; lower shelves for raw ingredients; and drinks, yogurts, deli meats and leftovers should
inhabit space on the upper shelves. Designate a drawer for fruits and veggies. Raw meat should get
its own drawer as well. If your fridge drawers are stacked on top of each other, meat should occupy
the one on the bottom.

Your fridge works hard for you and your family. Do your best to keep it clean and organized to help
maintain the highest level of food quality.
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